
Index

Alkmaionids
and cooperation with tyrants, 359 n106
and Delphi, 337 n54, 351 n89
and oikos of, 313 n96
and power over two centuries, 244 n100
and preeminence of Perikles, 359
and relation with Lydian king, 264 n134
and sources of wealth, 75 n50
and trial after Kylon affair, 52 n104, 264 n133
exile of, 229 n69, 323 n14, 334, 355
see also G. Anderson; Kleisthenes of Athens

Althusser, L.
base and superstructure, 19
conjunctural moments, 351
and Derrida, 32–3, 33 n59
dismissed by de Ste. Croix, 43 n82
and Foucault, 29
ideology:

has no history, 107
ideological apparatuses, 44–6, 237–8, 249,

262, 286
as set of practices, 348

interpellation, 46, 249, 349 n85
last instance, 23
McGlew’s invocation of, 227
overdetermination, 18, 29

Anderson, G.
Alkmaionidai, 244 n100
boulê, 352 n91, 358
collective Athenian identity, 329
Herodotus, 1.59, 235 n82
historiographic assumptions, 351, 353
Kleisthenes, 323, 329 n35, 347, 348, 351,

352 n91, 357
middling ideology, 206 n15
military of Athens, 335, 354
Peisistratos, 331 n39, 341 n64, 344, 344 n72
Pritchard’s review of, 324 n18
Solon, 330 n37, 331 n40, 339 n60, 339 n61,

340
Theseus, 249 n106

tribal reorganization, 277 n25, 354, 357
tyranny, 201 n1, 202 n5, 203 n7, 210 n26,

229 n68, 243, 244, 324 n17, 341, 346 n79
unification of Attica, 323, 323 n14

Andrewes, A.
aristocracy and rise of tyranny, 204–5
Athenian kings, 322 n11
coinage and liquid assets (money form),

214–15, 219, 222, 222 n55
gerousia, 278–9
and hoplites, 213, 238 n90
imaginary kinship ties, 209
Kleisthenes, 352 n91, 354 n94
Kylon, 329
land ownership, 206
luxury goods, 193
perioikoi, 309
settling of Ionia, 321 n10
Spartan assembly, 278
Spartan “imperialism,” 351 n89
tyranny and democracy, 229 n68
Tyrtaeus, 273

Antonaccio, C.
hero shrines, 48 n93
hero worship and legitimation, 74 n46,

86 n68, 139
hybridity in Sicilian evidence, 138 n13
Lefkandi, 65 n20, 135
term basileus, 109 n47
tomb cult and legitimation, 84–5
tomb cult vs. hero cult, 84

Archilochus
colonization, 135, 135 n4, 136, 137, 140
complexities of eros, 254, 254 n121
dithyramb, 252 n115
iambic meter, 252
mercenaries, 238 n90
relation to Homer, 217 n43
representing middling ideology or

anti-aristocratic, 209, 217, 227, 362
tyranny, 217
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aristocracy, passim and Athens, Chapter 7
passim

as audience for oral poetry, 105
and colonization, 134–50 passim
in Dark Age, 62–4
emergence in late ninth, early eighth century,

64 n16, 73
and habrosynê, 104
and Hesiod’s audience, 198
kinship with divinity, 127 and n80
Lefkandi, 65
and literacy, 97–8
and middling ideology, 2, 20
military aspect, 76
role in creation of polis, 79–88
and Sparta, Chapter 6 passim
terminology, 52–4, 73 n46
and tyranny, Chapter 5 passim

Arthur, M. See Katz
Ath Pol

arguments pro and con for Aristotelian
authorship of, 203 n8

authenticity of laws attributed to Solon,
204 n9, 337 n56

bloodline descendants of original Alkmaionid
“criminal,” 355 n95

Eupatridai, 327
history of word pelatai, 205 n11
Kleisthenes’ reorganization of tribes,

354 n94
length of Peisistratid rule, 341 n64
noble birth criterion for judges of

Alkmaionidai, 52 n104
restrictions on right of prosecution for ho

boulomenos, 339
Ste. Croix’s analysis of telê, 338 n58
Solonian probouletic council, 339 n60
status in sixth century of farmers and

craftsmen, 327
timing of Kleisthenes’ reforms, 352 n91

audience(s)
all wooden plow for Hesiod’s, 24 n42
aristocratic for Homer, 2, 48 n94, 100, 113,

113 n54
aristocratic for intimate lyric, 254
for choral poetry, 169–70, 254
construction of implied for Homer, 154 n46
continuing orality of post-Homeric, 252
elements in who had experienced social

mobility, 164
for epic, 104–6
fantasies of target, 49 n96
for films with odious villains, 160 n54
and focalization, 169
for geometric pottery, 87

Herodotus’, 269
Hesiod’s, 169, 169 n7, 195
Hesiod’s address to different class elements in,

184
Hesiod’s alternatives to blaming everything

bad on women, 186
Hesiod’s not aware of foreign sources, 172 n15
Hesiod’s sense of his, 184, 198
heterogeneity of for Homer, 106 n37, 144,

160 n54, 164, 169
homogenized presupposed by Havelock’s

“social encyclopedia,” 194
importance for of formal unsaying of wrath,

124 n76
in Phaeacea as implied audience, 164 n60
intelligibility of Near Eastern elements for

Greek, 95
linked by shield to Trojan past, 130 n34
narrative’s centrality for Homeric, 107
pan-Hellenic, 169, 186, 193
M. Parry’s conception of, 113
passivity of posited by Havelock, 97
for Peisistratid musical and dramatic contests,

348–9
poet’s elemental economic interests in,

114
potential confusion of at opening lines of

Odyssey, 147
problem of potential response to slaying of

the suitors, 159–60
profusion of lyric forms and putative of,

251
relation to Thersites’ episode, 119 n65
relevance to a contemporary,

107
response of ruling class component of Odyssey

to Eumaios, 145
social, economic, and political tensions

within, 107
Solon’s sense of, 222, 330
for symposium, 169
of Tyrtaeus, 79, 271, 288, 290
understanding of divine interventions

118 n63

basileus. See Antonaicchio; Cartledge; Donlan;
Havelock; McClew; Qviller; Rihll;
Snodgrass; Starr; van Wees

Bintliff, J.
“big-man” society and aristocracy, 61 n10
conversion of wealth into cattle, 64 n18
role of intermarriage of chiefs, 71
size of Athenian ruling class, 211 n27
social structures, 56
Solonian crisis, 212
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Blok, J. H.
and oral theory, 344 n72
Peisistratos, 49 n97, 204 n9, 226 n64, 230,

236 n83, 247 n105, 331 n39, 342 n65,
344

tyranny, 226 n64
Boardman, J.

heröon of Lefkandi, 65 n19
Peisistratids and Herakles, 249, 249 n106
Spartan mythic origins, 290 n54
Theseus, 249 n106

Boersma, J.
aristocrats and building program, 345 n74,

346
Peisistratid building program, 220 n51,

236 n85, 247 n105, 344 n71, 345
tyranny and wealth, 219

Bourdieu, P.
age and gender hierarchies, 88 n71
educational systems, 286 n48
family honor, 190
gift economy, 70 n34
legitimation in stateless societies, 45–6, 238,

238 n88
relation to Marxism, 46 n88

Burkert, W.
Achilles’ pity, 120 n68
animal sacrifice, 64 n18, 67 n24
Athena’s association with Hermes, 155
base and superstructure, 21
dating Iliad, 68 n28, 78 n56, 105
egalitarian Greek sacrifice, 81, 83
external cultural influences, 94–5
functions of cosmogonies, 170 n10, 172,

177
Greek trade, 84 n66
Near Eastern influence, 103, 172 n15
Phoenician trade and Greek alphabet, 95,

96 n10

Cartledge, P.
basileus, 109 n46, 132 n89, 328 n30
festivals in Athens, 334, 335 n49
Greek ideologies of gender, 12 n24
Helots, 40 n75
Herodotus, 202 n4
hoplites, 77–8
Marxist historiography, 1 n2
modernizers, 134, 152 n43
de Ste. Croix’s teaching, 306
slavery, 8, 39–40, 39 n72
Sparta, 1 n2, chapter six passim
“state” in Archaic Period, 44 n85

Cawkwell, G.
Hoplites, 77 n54, 213 n33

Solon, 205
Sparta, 291 n58, 310–12
tyranny, 203 n7, 208 n19, 21 n29, 219 n49,

220, 230, 312, 234 n80, 236
chronology

“Archaic” and periodization, 49–52
Athenian cemeteries, 63 n14
Hesiod, 166–70
Homer, 78 n56
Lefkandi, 65 n19
tyranny, 138 n14, 141 n18, 203, 249 n106,

341 n64, 344 n72
see also Janko

class
after Mycenaean collapse, 60–7
Classicists and, 1–4
feminist critiques of, 12–13
Finley and the dismissal of, 4–12
explanatory power of, 35–6, 41–2
ideology and, 2, 42–7
Marxism and, 36–7
open vs. hidden struggle of, 39–41
Spartan system of, 274–6
terminology of, 52–5
women and, 198–200

Clay, J.
conversation with Vernant, 187 n50
differences between Homer and Hesiod,

171 n14
Hesiod:

on fire, 183 n37
hawk and nightingale, 187, 187 n53
Hecate as embodiment of ambiguity of

gods, 175
human beings descended from Titans,

179 n30
Perses as a moving target, 184
poet addressing “us,” 184 n42
succession story, 174 n19
Th should end with birth of the Muses,

177 n23
two jars in Iliad 24 and vision of marriage,

178 n27
Zeus in as father and king, 172
Zeus’s laugh, 183 n38

Odyssey:
double theodicy, 148, 149
epithet polytropos, 157 n52
Herakles as foil, 150 n39
traditional adventures, 151 n42
wrath of Athena, 148 n34

colonization, 134–42 and passim in Chapter 3
alleged dominant class role in, 1
explained by “confusion,” 35
protocolonization, 143 n23
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colonization (cont.)
relation to formation of polis, 38, 73 n45, 359
relation to slavery, 102 n27, 141 n19
tyrants’ policy, 231, 244–8, 266
see also trade

Connor, W. R.
Athenian civic identity, 251 n112, 329 n35
backwardness of early Attica, 321 n10, 350 n86
Bakhtinian focus on carnivalesque, 333 n45
city sponsorship of Great Dionysia, 344 n72
Daidalidai, 327 n28
early Attic towns, 329 n34
fragility of reading of Marmor Parium,

348 n83
fusion of political and religious elements, 333,

347
“mentality” vs. “political consciousness,”

334–5
model of two-way communication, 333
Peisistratos, 219 n50, 331
return of “drama,” 331 n39
Theseus, 249 n106, n107

Davies, J. K.
chronology of Peisistratos’ exiles, 341 n64
continuity in ruling families, 244
differential developments in Greece, 68
early influx to Athens from western Greece,

328 n32
Lelantine War, 65 n21
on liturgical class in Athens, 211 n27, 212 n30,

245 n101, 355
on sources of big fortunes in Athens,

74–5 n50
on term “polis” and accounts of its rise, 35

democracy, Chapter 7 passim
dialectical view of its emergence, 262
and eagerness of scholars to see emerging,

207, 229–30, 230 n70
and egalitarian worship, 81
and epiklêros, 285 n43
Hegelian conception of emergence of,

208
isonomia in Herodotus, 89
and land ownership, 211
and major Athenian aristocratic clans,

244
middling ideology and, 27 n51, 207–8
non-Athenian versions of, 267 n1
and periodization, 51 n100
posited for late eighth century, 89
reforms of Ephialtes, 319 n4
reforms of Kleisthenes, 354–60
and slavery, 101 n25
and tyranny, 229 n68

origin in meritocratic phase of Dark Age,
62

as result of a military crisis, 208, 267
role in Herodotus’ conceptions, 206
and Sparta, 76, 316
Spartan “inoculation” against, 277–8
survival of in fourth century, 268 n2
and taxation, 236 n84
and term “peasant,” 53

dêmos, Chapter 7 passim
Donlan’s definition, 54, 79, 319
land-hunger of in Kleisthenic reforms, 354
in Spartan rhetra, 277 n26
tyrants’ relation to, 212 n29

Donlan, W.
anti-aristocratic thought, 207, 227
charismatic authority, 70
class warfare vs. class conflict, 42 n80, 205
Dark Age big-man, 61, 61 n10, 64–5
defining basileus, 109 n46, 119
depredations of Dark Age strongmen, 139
exclusion from burial, 63 n14
extracting “real” society from Homeric texts,

108 n43
Homeric temenos, 72 n39, 109
Homeric warfare, 76
informal vs. structural power, 234, 234 n78
lack of rich graves during Dark Age, 69 n31
Polanyi, 28
polis form, 68, 119 n67
population decline in Dark Age, 56 n6
rejection of “purely literary” analysis, 124, 132
response to Drews, 132 n89
shift in meaning of demos, 79, 79 n60, 219,

319
Sparta and aristocratic ideal, 313, 313 n97
Tyrtaeus, 77 n52
Tyranny, 205
warning of Klassenkampf, 3 n4

Dougherty, C.
alternative class-based identity of Odysseus,

154
ambiguity of cultures within Greek culture,

98 n15
links of Odyssey with developments in second

half of eighth century, 143 n23
mystification of settlement accounts, 138
Phoenicians, 104, 142 n19
quasi-mythical material about bastard sons,

140
relation to McClew’s study of tyranny, 138 n14
trade, profit, and settlement in Odyssey and its

protagonist, 143
use of force by Greek settlers upon arrival,

138 n13
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Drakon’s code
centrality of birth in, 52 n104, 264 n133,

356 n99
ruling class strife behind, 233 n77
see also Gagarin

duBois, P.
classicists’ silencing of slavery, 39 n70,

54 n107, 195 n66
gender and class, 12 n23
Sappho, 254 n122
unconscious, 107 n42

Edwards, A. T.
Bakhtin’s dismissal of Aristophanes, 333 n47
Hesiod:

assessment of, 102 n28
basis for debt-bondage, 193
“constructed” persona in, 192
critique of reading back from Solonian

crisis, 191–2
esthlos, etc. moral not class terms, 187 n51,

188 n56
mode of agricultural production in,

193
objections to term “peasant,” 169 n6
plural basileis in Hesiod, 171 n11
slavery in, 194 n64, 194 n65, 196
society as pre-polis in, 189, 192
village life-style in, 192

Odyssey:
degree to which a “closed” text, 143
downward mobility vs. ideology of

inherited superiority, 163
focus on class in, 143
more developed critique of city in, 160
slaves’ clothing in, 160
strictly aristocratic agenda in, 163 n59
values of the polis vs. countryside in, 146,

158 n53
Else, G.

chorus, 349
fit between early tragedy and tyranny, 348 n83
function of tragic form, 250
one-actor tragic form, 348
Thespis’ plot choices, 349
three essential features of tragedy, 348–9
use of universalizing “us,” 349 n85

eunomia
composition of Tyrtaeus’ poem, 282
interpretations of, 274, 274 n15
in Solon, 231
as title of Tyrtaeus’ poem, 273

evidence/sources
archaeology, ideology and, 47–8
primary textual, 48–9

for Sparta, 268–72
see also pottery; Snodgrass

feminist approaches
Cartledge vs. Pomeroy, 294, 294 n64
critiques of class, 12–13
gender ideology in the Odyssey, 143
Mitchell on twenty years of, 199 n73
Rubin’s critique of Lévi-Strauss, 71 n38
scholarship devoted to Hesiod, 200 n75
see also women

Figueira, T.
Theognis:

absence of historical data in, 218 n46
generalizing mode of discourse in, 222 n56
parallels of Solon and, 204 n9
problems of dating corpus, 216 n41

Messenia:
estimate of agricultural land in, 282 n38
hypothetical quiescence in sixth century,

311 n95
sense of identity as by-product of Spartan

invasions, 301 n80
Sparta:

data for Spartan klêros, 284 n41
dating Spartan declaration of war on

helots, 303 n84
debate with Hodkinson over economy of,

283–4
fixed quantity of rent from helots, 300 n78
scale of agricultural dependence on helots,

301
social integration in, 286, 299

Finley, M. I., Chapter 1 passim
Athenian democracy, 268, 319 n6
Dark Age, 60
Homeric society, 108–9
slavery, 101 n25, 265, 377
Sparta, 278, 280–1

Fisher, N.
hybris:

in Hesiod, 186 n49, 188 n56, 200, 200 n76
in Sparta, 298, 304, 315
of Agamemnon, 117 n61
of Penelope’s suitors, 159

Forrest, G.
Archaic society as a set of pyramids, 356 n97
dismissal of classes, 355
embrace of “confusion” in accounting for

colonization, 29, 35, 134
Epitadeus, 285 n44
hectemorage in Dark Age, 73 n45
plea for general explanation of tyranny,

231 n71
Solonian Crisis, 239
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Foucault, M.
“archaeology” as description vs. explanation,

29–31, 30 n56, 31 n57
endorsed by Robin Osborne, 29 n54
history as the deployment of a space of a

dispersion, 31
Nietzschean “genealogy,” 30
relation to Freud, Marx, structuralism,

Communist Party, 29 n53
Stedman Jones’ tirade against, 26 n48, 30 n55
Weberian shift from labor to issue of power,

6, 29 n54
Foxhall, L.

Attica:
challenged on wealth division in, 74 n50
control of land in Attica, 211, 212
cultivated area of, 74
land-holding group and ruling group, 240
no evidence of early large-scale olive oil

production, 326
no shortage of land in, 224 n61
parallel figures to oligarchic coup of

404 b.c., 212 n30
relative wealth of hoplites, 213, 241, 265
Solon’s property classes and Solon’s laws,

239, 241 n95, 258, 265
class in scare quotes, 3
competition within ruling elite vs. solidarity

against demos, 262
consumer-focused analysis of trade, 141
free labor, 102 n27
Nichoria, 66

Frankfurt School
focus on irrational, 43–4
Marcuse citation by Gentili, 258 n128
relation to F. Jameson, 35, 43

Frost, F.
Hesiodic Catalogue of Women, 221 n53
intuitive respect accorded an aristocracy of

birth, 324 n17
limits of a purely philological approach,

319 n5
link of Marx with Aristotle’s Politics, 318 n3,

329 n35
Megakles and Peisistratos, 331 n39
military concerns behind Kleisthenes’

reforms, 335, 354
nature of oral evidence, 320
need to conciliate the demos, 334
Peisistratid period, 341 n63, 343, 343 n69, 347
sixth century changes in Athenian

consciousness, 324 n17

Gagarin, M.
class impact of written laws, 263

conflict resolution of the shield of Achilles,
191 n61

dismissal of class conflict, 233 n76
Drakon’s law, 233 n77
early law and feuding members of ruling class,

232–3, 232 n74
emergence of written laws at roughly the same

time as tyranny, 232
limitations on Solonian law allowing ho

boulomenos to prosecute, 339
provisions unlikely to have been voted in by

ruling class, 233
rapid diffusion of alphabetic writing, 97 n12
Solonian laws related to agriculture as “torts,”

338 n57
tyrants as antithesis of government of laws,

231 n72
view of dikê in Solon disputed by J. D. Lewis,

232 n74
whole community involved in creation of

early laws, 233
on Works and Days, 181 n34

Gentili, B.
Archilochus’ account of seduction of

Neobulê’s sister, 254 n122
class analysis of Simonides, 258
Cole’s tribute, 258 n129
comparison of Solon and Theognis, 222 n56
contrast of Simonides and Pindar, 257, 262
debate over nature of Sappho’s erotic

relations, 254 n122
Demodokos in Odyssey, 253
difficulty of poet–patron relationship, 260
echo of Gramsci and epigraph from Marcuse,

258 n128
effect of Peisistratid recitations of Homer,

250
epic tone in war fragments of Archilochus,

136
evidence for poetic contests at Delphi, Sparta,

and Delos, 98 n17
Ibycus’ tribute to Polykrates, 255
influence on I. Morris and Kurke, 258
lyric poetry as mid-ground between tradition

and innovation, 252
may exaggerate death of old aristocracy, 258
parallel to Xenophanes in Simonides,

262 n130
relation of Simonides’ poetry to cultural goals

of tyrants, 262
Simonides and performance context, 259
Solon’s values, 225
symposium and lyric poetry composed for

specific audiences, 169–70
Xenophanes’ relation to tyrants, 257 n126
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Giddens, A.
definition of dialectic, 22
emphasis on knowledgeable agents, 25
Marx as not a determinist, 17 n33
third way, 34
Weberian focus on power, 6
Weber’s reaction against Engels’ scientism, 5
Weber’s rejection of theories of history, 5

Gramsci, A.
echoed by Gentili, 258 n128
hegemony and domination, 44
ignored by Ste. Croix, 43
influence on Althusser, 45, 237
organic intellectual, 146 n28

Griffin, J.
Homer:

Achilles’ heroic aggression and serving
community, 121 n69

alternative to Nagy’s etymology of name
Achilles, 133 n90

connection to Greek tragedy, 115
fragments of other early epics, 95 n6, 112
Iliad 4 exchange of Zeus and Hera, 127
reviewed by Lynn-George, 120 n69

Hall, J.
chronological terminus of Archaic period,

50 n99
chronology of Peisistratids, 249 n106
class chauvinism in Tyrtaeus, 287–8
critique of “middling ideology,” 63 n14,

209 n23, 286 n49
dating of Greek “renaissance,” 74 n47
destruction of Nichoria, 67 n25
Dorians absolved of destroying Mycenaean

civilization, 58 n99
economic aspects of period, 24 n40
focus on material evidence, 48 n94
great games as sixth-century phenomenon,

98 n16
hawk and nightingale in Hesiod, 187 n53
Hellenic identity as “porous” at edges, 98 n15,

208 n20
historiographic position, 27 n50, 35, 49 n97
hoplites, 76–7, 100 n21, 162 n58, 282
horoi in Solonian crisis, 223 n60
Marxism’s avoidance of external factors, 50,

94
merchant class, 134 n1
name Kroisos on Anavyssos kouros, 264 n133
Nichoria as typical, 66 n22
number of known tyrants, 208 n19
ostracism, 357 n100
perioikoi, 308
Pheidon, 206 n13

praise of Finley, 4
preference for “status,” 4 n7
ruling element’s role in temple building,

85 n69
scare quotes around “class,” 3
skeptical on exclusion of non-Hellenes from

games, 104 n35
skepticism re Lelantine war, 35, 65 n21,

272 n11
Spartan royal family as alone descended from

Heracles, 290
“state” in Archaic period, 44 n85
support of dêmos in decisions not the same as

“egalitarian,” 75–6
teleological view of development of

democracy, 230 n70
term “peasant,” 169 n6
type of farming in Hesiod, 193 n63
tyrant as “return of the big-man,” 243

Hansen, M. H.
collection of Solon’s laws, 337 n56
isonomia reflecting ideology of Herodotus,

319 n5
relative roles of Solon, Kleisthenes, and

Ephialtes, 318 n3
Spartan perioikoi, 308
term “democracy,” 318 n4

Hanson, V.
changes in battle tactics preceding changes in

equipment, 78 n57
Hesiod’s mode of farming, 193
Laertes’ farm, 163 n59
term “peasant,” 169 n6

Harris, E.
Homer and Hesiod:

case for developed slavery in Homer,
101 n25

gifts expected by chiefs in Homer and
Hesiod, 70 n33

Solon:
aristocrats extracting “gifts,” 235
economic factors in stasis, 224
ending debt-slavery, not debt-bondage,

265, 336, 337
reference to horoi as metaphorical, 223 n60
survival of Solonian laws, 337 n56
use of Foxhall’s survey of Attic farmland,

224 n61
Haubold, J.

Homer:
destruction of Ithacans condemned by

Eupeithes, 160 n54
masses in Homer doomed to destruction,

133
muted voice of masses, 133
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Haubold, J. (cont.)
Odyssey

giving voice to destructiveness of
protagonist, 165

Havelock, E.
critical competition of early thinkers with oral

tradition, 98 n14
dikê in Hesiod, 188, 228 n67
dikê in Solon, 232 n74
growing gap in worldviews of literate vs.

illiterate Greek, 220
Hesiod’s potential literacy, 168 n3
Homer as “tribal encyclopedia,” 113 n54, 194
implications of literacy for Greek thought

(but not for class), 97
influence on Russo, 113–14
passivity of oral audience, 97, 97 n11
persistence of orality in post-Homeric

audiences, 252
praise of individual basileus in Hesiodic hymn

to Muses, 181, 181 n33
Herington, J.

five hundred choristers required by end of
sixth century, 348

Greece a “song culture,” 252
shift in sixth century Athens to diverse

musical and poetic talent, 347
sixth-century rulers not neglecting temples

and festivals, 347
tragic contests within a year or two of

534 b.c., 348
Herodotus, passim

historiography:
agenda in treating tyrants, 202–3, 202 n5,

226
agenda in treatment of Sparta, 269
among key ancient testimonia for the

period, 47–8, 49
as Athenophile, 320
Kurke’s reliance on, 206
overall agenda, 202 n4

Hesiod, Chapter 4 passim
ages of man myth in, 186–94
ambiguity in WD, 181–5
chronology, text, and authorship, 166–70
cosmology in, 170–2
dark side of succession, 177–80
female side of succession, 174–6
“kingship” in, 180–1
on sailing and trade, 196–8
slavery in, 194–6
succession story, 172–4
utopian side of succession, 176–7

Hodkinson, S.
apparent dismissal of Marx, 20

influence of Ste. Croix’s teaching, 306
use of base and superstructure, 20
Sparta:

adoption of simpler dress, 297
Alkaios’ citation of a Spartan source,

246 n40
bribery of ephors and gerousia, 279
chariot victories, 283 n39, 297 n72,

298 n74, 315
competitive sports, 298
creation of Peloponnesian League, 312
decree of Epitadeus, 285 n44
destruction of Messenian social structure,

307 n93
disparities in Spartan wealth, 283
early symposion and messes of homoioi,

315
fixed portion of helot produce, 284,

300 n78
four essential strands of response to crisis,

276
Great Rhetra and kingship, 279 n31
king Pausanias’ pamphlet, 275 n18
laws of inheritance, 285
parceling of Messenian land, 282
partheniai, 283
perioikoi as “Lacedaimonians,” 308
perioikoi policing Messenians, 310
relations of production with helots, 300,

302 n81
self-destruction of ruling class, 284
sexual exploitation of helot women,

305
social and ritual system, 280, 286
strong family bonds, 297
unequal division of Laconian land, 282
wife-swapping, 295

Homer
basilêes, 61 n10, 64 n17. See also basileus
“big-man” idealized in, 362
chronology of texts, 74 n74
class terminology, 52, 54, 92 n76
conflicts within ruling class, 36 n63
critique of Xenophanes, 220, 257 n126
dêmos in, 79 n60
divergences from Hesiodic versions, 172
egalitarian sacrifice in, 81, 81 n62
emphasis on plunder, 69
Erechtheus in, 324
evidence for communal feasting, 64 n18,

67 n24
as evidence for eighth or seventh century, 48,

48 n92, 68, 68 n27andn28
evidence for extortion of “gifts,” 70 n33
forms of exploitation in, 92
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formulae from in Hesiod, 167
homogenization of audience, 194
Iliad, Chapter 2 passim
immortal kleos in, 288
“kings” derivation from Zeus, 70 n32
Kleisthenes of Sikyon’s banning recitations of,

250 n110
lyric forms referred to in, 251
Mafia analogy applied to, 230
meaning of khrêmata in, 214
military roles, 76, 77 n54, 78, 78, 182
“mind” in, 171 n12
modest life-style of “kings,” 69 n31, 195 n68
monarchic principle in, 279
name “Homeros,” 168 n4
Odyssey, Chapter 3 passim
persuasive speech in, 353
polis in, 189 n57
rare genealogies of heroes, 74 n46
regular recitations of under Pesistratids, 250,

348–50
relation to hero cult, 84
relation to Mycenaean religion, 81
seductiveness of women’s clothing in, 185 n43
sixth-century ideology, 166
slavery in, 194
“status,” 4
stress-free sexuality of ruling class, 176
taking in wanderers, 71 n35
temenos and gifts of land, 72
uniqueness of and Hesiod, 171
voice of aristocracy, 2, 48 n94
wars over women and cattle, not land, 272
wives as adornments, 185
Zeus as “father” not basileus, 172

hoplites
anticipations in Homer, 76
appeal for non-Spartan aristocrats of full-time

army of, 312
Aristotle’s critique of Spartan financing of,

285
Bacchiads’ adoption of, 213 n32
better suited to defense, 79 n58
as a class, 41, 41 n77, 53, 76, 213, 280, 281
deaths of in Peloponnesian War, 338
economic independence of Spartan 282–3
equipment:

expense of, 280
nature, 162 n58
source of in Sparta, 281 n35

image of Spartan as unbeatable, 314
nature of phalanx, 77 n54
Odysseus’ beggar’s claim of capacity as,

162
part of Solonian demos, 241

perioikoi as, 309–10
political role of, 77
relation of helots to culture of, 306 n90
relation to increased value of land, 77 n55
relation to tyranny, 213, 213 n32, 213 n33,

238 n90, 239 n90, 280
relative absence of in sixth-century Attica, 335
“revolution,” 76, 78, 100 n21
self-designation as zeugitai, 241 n94
Tyrtaeus, Chapter 7 passim

educational role of for army, 292
focus on all potential hoplites, 272
tactics in, 281

Hurwit, J.
Corinthian origins of earliest temples, 246
emergence of representational art, 90, 90 n73,

91
first known inscriptions, 96
hectemorage in Dark Age, 73 n45
Nestor’s cup from Pithecussae, 138 n13
pastoralism, 69 n29
symbolism of geometric motifs, 87 n70

ideology
apparatuses of, 237–8
apparatuses of Spartan state, 286
apparatuses of tyrants, 249–51
archaeology, sources, and, 47–8
class and, 42–7
of gender, 144
of the Odyssey, 142–4
reading for, 106–7
ruling class vs. middling, 206–11
weapons of, 79–80
see also Althusser

Irwin, E.
aristocracy and mythic descent from divinity,

127 n80, 220, 221 n53
contradictory attitude of aristocrats toward

tyrants, 217 n44
critique of I. Morris, 208 n17
Pittacus as elected tyrant, 218 n45
Solon:

authenticity of major political fragments,
204 n9

continuity with Zeus’s opening speech in
Odyssey, 221 n54

originality of use of koros in, 222 n55
overview of some recent work on, 201 n2,

213 n31
parallel passages in Theognis and in,

204 n9, 222 n55, 222 n56
recitation of Salamis poem in agora, 253
relation of to Hesiod, 223 n58
texts of as “transgressive,” 225 n63
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Irwin, E. (cont.)
translation of diplasion speudousi, 223 n57
views of rooted in specifically Athenian

context, 223

Jameson, F.
“actually existing Marxism,” 34 n61
base and superstructure, 19 n36
defense of Hegel’s dialectic, 23 n39
demarxification of France, 32, 146 n28
double hermeneutic, 143
dual nature of ideology, 47, 304
Frankfurt School, 35, 43
historicizing, 31 n57

periodization, 50 n98
post-modern, 35

Lyotard, 32
psychic horse-trading, 170 n8, 304, 304 n87
relation of Derrida to Marx, 32 n58
term ideologeme, 139 n16, 164
“war on totality,” 10 n19, 26 n48
Weber:

emphasis on power vs. labor, 6, 29 n54
view of history, 5
see also Introduction

Jacoby, F.
Archilochus’ dates, 217
Odyssey:

class-based identity attributed to Odysseus,
154

Odysseus’ interest in property as unarisch,
156 n49

Peisistratos’ dates, 341 n64
Solon’s institution of celebration of ancestors,

340
Janko, R.

criteria for establishing dates for Homer and
Hesiod, 78 n56, 170

defense of Hesiod’s name, 168 n4
dictation and “errors,” 106 n38
resulting dates for Homer and Hesiod, 94,

170
text of the Iliad, 93–4 n2

Katz (Arthur), M.
critique of Pomeroy, 12 n23
class and gender, 12 n23
debate over “open” or “closed” Homeric texts,

105 n36, 143
“ideology” of textual strategies, 142 n20
Odyssey:

paradigm of house of Atreus, 151,
157

roles of women in, 153 n45
suitors in, 159

utopian image of women’s near-equality,
144

Kirk, G. S.
Hesiod:

account of Kronos’ overthrow, 176
excisions from text of Theogony, 167,

167 n1, 167 n2
“nature vs. culture” model, 150
as purely oral texts, 166
violence of Zeus, 176 n22

Homer:
generic scenes of mass fighting, 77
obstacles to early written text of Homer,

96 n10
Thersites’ status, 119 n65

Kleisthenes of Athens
archon in 525/4 b.c., 344 n69, 346
exile of, 334
reforms of:

author of Theseus myth and unified Attica,
323

chronology of, 352 n91
defining “shareholders” in civic

“corporation,” 251 n111
endpoint of Archaic Period, 50 n99,

320 n7, 351
fostering citizen solidarity, 264–5
military goals, 343 n69
Raubischek’s dating, 319–20 n7
role of demos, 352–3
sole unifier of Attic consciousness, 329 n35
see also G. Anderson; M. H. Hanson and

D. M. Lewis; P. J. Rhodes
Kleisthenes of Sikyon

banning recitations of Homer, 250
betrothal of daughter, 203
ideological apparatuses, 249
reorganization of tribes, 203, 277

Knox, B.
Athenian poetry before 500 b.c., 347
duals in Iliad nine, 96 n10
range of meanings of dike, 188 n54
range of meanings of sophrosynê, 218 n47
review of Redfield, 115 n58
Solon’s self-presentation in iambic verse, 349

Kurke, L.
ambiguity of cultures within Greek culture,

98 n15
Anacharsis as a Greek fiction, 238 n89
Archilochus’ mother’s name, 135 n5
aristocratic response to tyranny, 210
coinage, 206, 215
democratic trend in sumptuary laws, 207
dichotomy of symposion and public singing,

253 n118
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dismissal of evidence of Herakleitos, 210 n25
“economic determinists,” 3
embrace of “Nagyism,” 252 n117
habrosynê, 104, 185 n46, 208 n20, 249, 295,

314, 321 n10
Herodotus’ hostility to any form of one-man

rule, 202 n5
hypostasis of “the city,” 2 n2
influence of Gentili on, 258
lyric forms attested to in Homer, 251
middling ideology, 2 n2, 206–7, 206 n15
Morris’s critique of, 2 n2, 206 n14
overview of lyric, 252 and n114
Pindar, 100 n20, 253, 314 n97, 348 n84
pre-tyranny poets and poets under tyrants,

254 n121
public singing of Tyrtaeus, 253
reliance on Herodotus, 206, 226
Seaford’s review of, 24 n40

Kylon
expulsion by Athenian demos, 329
tie to Megara, 332
see also Alkmaionids

Latacz, J.
aristocrats as leaders of colonization and

trade, 2, 134
Homer:

aristocratic ideological offensive, 93,
114 n55

aristocrats as fostering oral epic genre, 103
“basic optimism” in Iliad, 114 n57
battle scenes, 76
raw form of Troy story omitting Hektor,

116 n60
“reflection” in, 48 n92
solely aristocratic audience for, 105

survival of Mycenaean class system, 1, 56
law

Anacharsis on, 238
dêmos in early, 263 n31, 358 n103
Drakon, 233 n77, 356 n99
Pericles’ citizenship, 13
Solon’s:

authenticity of, 204 n9, 337 n56
as evidence of aristocratic abuse, 338 n57
interpretation of, 239, 241 n95, 258, 265
sumptuary, 207

relation to tyranny, 231, 232, 264
written, 263
see also Foxhall; Gagarin; Harris; Rhodes;

Rihll
Lemos, I.

burial competition in mid-ninth century,
322

differences from Antonaccio’s view of hero,
65 n20

disputes over dates, 51, 65 n19
“Dorian invasion,” 58 n3
“hero of Lefkandi,” 64–7, 67 n26
historicity of Homer, 68 n27
Mycenaean centers outside Athens, 321 n9
number of sherds in one Lefkandi building,

91
pastoralism thesis, 69 n29, 72 n40
quality of eleventh and tenth centuries, 62
rejection of term “Dark Age,” 56
signs of hierarchy, 321
stable and unstable settlements, 60 n9

Lévi-Strauss, C.
how consciousness lies to itself, 47 n91, 49, 83,

326 n26
literacy and “kingship,” 70
Marx’s and Engels’ understanding of

anthropology, 28, 29 n52
nature vs. culture, 150
parallel to Donlan’s analysis of Homeric

“kingship,” 70
subsequent retellings of myths, 187 n52
theory of myth as response to real

contradiction, 179, 186
Lewis, D. M.

demes in Kleisthenic reforms, 358
land-hunger implicit in Kleisthenic reforms,

354, 360 n108
Spartan assembly and impact of discipline,

278, 280
Lewis, J.

Solon:
account of, 201 n2
attribution of “cosmic” (not “cosmetic”)

view of polis to, 222 n54
connecting with Xenophanes, 221 n54
disagreement with Havelock’s and

Gagarin’s view of dike, 232 n74
ethical reading of agathoi and kakoi in,

225 n62
psychological and epistemological analysis

of period, 222 n55
universalizing use of “each one of us,”

223 n59
literacy

craft in Mycenae, 56
factor in emergence of philosophy, 98 n14
Hesiod’s relation to, 168 n3
Lévi-Strauss, 70
lyric forms, 251
Near East connection, 94–8
requires rethinking aspects of period, 49
virtual lack of in Sparta, 314, 314 n99, 316
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Loraux, N.
Athenian myth of autochthony, 324, 325 n21,

325 n22
connection of autochthony myth to

immigration, 326 n25
different view of sexual relations in Homer,

185 n45
evidence of vases for early Athenian myths,

325
examples from fifth century, 325
indifference at times to chronology, 326
myth of Athena’s “parenting” of Erichthonios,

324
nature of ideology, 326 n26
relation of class to gender, 12 n23
Semonides’ poem as a reading of Hesiod,

185 n44, 326
use of Lacan’s term “imaginary,” 326, 326 n26
women as a different and suspicious species,

174
Luraghi, N.

authenticity of Tyrtaeus fragments, 271 n8
first conquest of Messenia as not an all-out

war, 273 n12
influence of Patterson’s account of “fuzzy

boundaries” of slavery, 299 n76
Messenian identity as a by-product of Spartan

invasion, 301 n80
mythic background of Spartan identity,

291 n56
participation of perioikoi in rebellion of

464 b.c., 310
Pausanias as source for conquest of Messenia,

271 n6
rejection of economic interpretation of

Tyrtaeus on helots, 284 n40, 299 n76
rejection of link of Spartan institutions and

fear of helot revolt, 305
rejection of literal view of Tyrtaeus’ “fathers of

our fathers,” 273, 273 n12
rejection of modern account of helots,

302 n82, 307 n93
Solon as evidence of general agricultural crisis,

201 n3
Spartans’ lack of respect for family ties among

helots, 304 n88
tomb cult in Messenia, 300 n79

Lynn-George, M.
on Iliad:

alienation in, 120 n69
critique of Bakhtin’s characterization of

Homer, 106 n39
“hour of orality” as already past, 113 n52
shot through with ambiguities and

contradictions, 105 n36

“text” as responsible in Derridean reading
of, 93

lyric poetry
access of Aristotle and Ath Pol author to rich

array of, 204
audience of, 169–70
as crucial evidence, 48–9
designation “lyric age,” 50, 340
middle ground between innovation and

tradition, 252
monody and containment of aristocracy,

253–62
range of term, 201
vocabulary of inherited excellence in, 92 n76
see also Archilochus; Kurke; Gentili; Solon;

Theognis; Tyrtaeus

Malkin, I.
dating of Odysseus’ adventures, 143 n23
distinction between apoikia and emporion,

138 n12
Greek accommodation with indigenous

elements at Pithecussai, 138 n13
link of poverty, “colonization,” and formation

of polis, 140
status of founders, 141 n18

Manville, P. B.
celebration of citizen identity fostered by

tyrants, 264
evolutionary model, 262
misdating of introduction of coinage, 242 n97
olive and vine production, 242 n97
polis as “public all-embracing corporation,”

251 n111
population pressure as explanation of

colonization, 242 n97
praise of Kleisthenes, 358
range of human groupings except class,

36 n64
“status” and “privilege” in lieu of “class,” 4 n7
written laws as diminishing aristocratic power,

263
Martin, R. P.

Hesiod and instructional role of praise poet,
181

relation of texts to material culture, 48 n92
on Iliad:

and implicit tribute to brilliance of Adam
Parry, 120 n69

on Odyssey:
implications of Telemachos as theoeidês,

145 n27
instruction of princes in, 164 n61
poem’s concern with practice of narrative

per se, 146 n28
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Marx, K., Introduction passim
base and superstructure in, 19–24
conscious and unconscious determinants in,

24–6
defining “ism,” 14–15
and economic determinism of, 17–19
and ideology, 42–7
post-modern dismissal of, 31–5
and pre-capitalist societies, 15–17

McGlew, J.
abstracted conception of polis and citizens,

251, 251 n111, 264
analysis of shield of Achilles, 74 n48
aristocratic sources of hybris, 229
bastard sons as founders of settlements, 140–1,

141 n18
bracketing class analysis, 226
centralization of polis by tyrants, 362–3
central problem of distinguishing real from

ideological, 242
central thematics of dikê and hybris, 227–9,

234, 261, 346
continuing power of aristoi, 267
critique of “pre-Althusserian Marxists,” 227
historiographic problems in study of tyranny,

226
Homeric basileus, 109 n46
lack of concern with chronology, 138 n14
law, 232
tyrants’ “self-presentation,” 227

Meier, M.
Tyrtaeus:

attacks on authenticity of Tyrtaeus
fragments, 271 n8

reduction of royal power in Sparta, 279 n31
Tyrtaeus not pure elitist, 286 n49
Tyrtaeus’ performance context, 271 n9

merchants
aristocratic scorn of, 157, 196 n70
carrying trade, 197
“class” of, 2, 4 n7, 134 n1, 241, 258
dangers facing, 197
inability of a merchant to calculate annual

profit, 235 n81
Odysseus as potential merchant, 165
port taxes skimming off merchants’ wealth,

235 n81
use of Phoenician alphabet, 95
as “wholly imaginary class,” 134
see also trade

middling ideology. See Morris, I. and Kurke, L.
Morgan, C.

dedication of bronze tripods at Olympia, 99
dedications of jewelry indicating women,

101

Delphi’s dedications and polis formation, 99,
99 n18

depopulation claims, 60 n6
irrelevance of 776 b.c. to dating first Olympic

games, 98 n16
origins of Olympia, 99
small, simple figures dedicated at Olympia,

101
“state” pressure on aristocrats, 100 n19

Morris, I.
archaeology:

data of as socially symbolic acts, 48
“Hard Surfaces,” 2 n2, 30 n55, 213 n31
limitations of archaeological data, 48
pottery in any given period, 46 n90
ritual action, 332

Athens:
archaic social order enabling democracy,

319 n6, 351
Attica a land of independent farmers,

211 n28
centrality of land and labor to Solonian

Crisis, 213
critique of nonsense about 508/507 b.c., 317
eager to find emergence of democracy,

207–8
landownership as “extremely egalitarian,”

74 n50
ruling class as 50% of population, 211 n17
Solon’s relation to democracy, 318

connection of hoplites with tyranny, 76
critique of Kurke, 206 n14
continuing reality of oligarchic domination,

208, 267
“Dark Age”:

archaeologists vs. historians re level of
hierarchy in, 62, 321

breakdown of aristocratic order, 89
chronological disputes with Papadopoulos,

51 n101
class struggle in eighth century, 62 n13
critique of his account of emergence of

polis, 63
fall in population during Dark Age, 59 n6
hero of Lefkandi, 65 n19, 65 n20, 67 n26
koinônia as essence of polis, 79 n60
level of destruction of Mycenaean

civilization, 60
pace of population growth, 69 n29
Papadopoulos’ attack and response, 63 n14,

65
periodization of Early Iron Age, 50 n100
small farmers duped by hero worship, 84
social implications of burial evidence, 86,

264
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Morris, I. (cont.)
decline of habrosynê, 249, 350
dmôios as “dependent” not “slave,” 194 n65
Homer:

as aristocratic ideology, 93, 154 n46, 158 n53
need to read epics with archaeological

record, 49 n96, 333
reflectionist readings of, 68 n28

hunger never far away in ancient Greece,
184 n41

influence of Finley’s Ancient Economy, 4
influence of Gentili on views of lyric, 258
influence of Polanyi, 28
Marx:

citation of, 332
citation of E. P. Thomson and Hobsbawn

on class, 5
dismissal of, 25 n44, 30 n55
Finley’s relation to, 5
use of “ideology,” 46 n91, 48 n93, 48 n94,

86, 291 n58
middling ideology, 2 n2, 27 n51, 79 n59,

206–7, 347 n80, 353
Archilochus as middling, 217 and n43
and critiques of, 48 n94, 208 n17, 209 n23,

210 n24
Tyrtaeus as middling, 286

political reading of new Mediterraneanism,
94 n4

sixth-century Sicilian imports and local
production, 104 n34

Mycenae(n)
absence of tholos tombs in Athens area, 321
abstraction of naturalistic motifs in its

pottery, 87 n70
aristocratic audience for epic traced back to, 2
Athenian palace as sole survival from period,

320–1
centrality of Athens during and after period,

328
claims of ancestry from in democratic Athens,

245
content of heroic myth as purely, 103
Dark Age neglect of its tombs, 83
de-emphasis on elements of in Homer, 68,

108
destruction of its redistributive system, 25
Dorians absolved of destroying its civilization,

58 n99
geometric pottery motifs as rejection of its

court art, 90
heroic myth about as really substantially Near

Eastern, 94–5
linear B tablets revealing hierarchies and

slavery in, 56, 62, 101

Lefkandi settlement as a rejection of, 61 n11
Nichoria as feudal appendage of, 66
no synoicism from period in Attica, 323 n15
parallel of pre- and post-material culture,

90 n74
promotion of saga as legitimation strategy,

105
positing continuity in Athens with its

kingship, 75
refugees from its destruction in Athens,

321 n10
relation of its religious practice to later

developments, 81
relative surplus in its type economy, 36 n65
rich lady of Areiopagos as wife of king of its

type, 322
shift away from sanctuaries of its type,

100 n23
substantial break with its order, 61
survival of ruling class, 1, 37, 60, 68
terminology for its pottery, 51 n102
theories of collapse of, 57–60
Spartan claims of ties to its kings, 291
its terminology as vestigial in Homer, 109
tomb cult vs. “hero” cult, 84
see also Chapter 1 passim

Nafissi, M.
Finley as most influential Greek historian, 4
Sparta:

arkhagetai as leader of colony, 277 n27
arrogance as freedom from anxiety over

helots, 306 n90
down-dating Tyrtaeus, 269 n3
etymology of “helot,” 272 n10
mythic background of Spartan identity,

291 n36
obat as referring to settlement in villages,

277 n23
rhetra as a founding prescription, 275 n18

Nagy, G.
Archilochus:

etymologies as problematic prop for actual
usage, 194 n65

invective in as totally fictional, 252 n117
and genre theory:

different genres constructing different
personalities, 168

pan-Hellenism emphasis ignoring class
heterogeneity, 169

proponent of “oral poetics,” 204 n9
version of “death of the author”

throughout his works, 94 n2
Hesiod:

as distillation of pan-Hellenic values, 168
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etymology of his name, 168
on “kings” invokes model of Kirghiz oral

singers, 180
Kyme as a city ruined by hybris, 135 n3
as oral poet without fixed text until 6th or

5th century, 166
rejection of autobiographical approach to,

167 n2, 168, 169 n5
Theogony address to Muses as universalizing

discourse, 169, 177
theogony genre confirming regulating

authority, 170
as response to craving for a pan-Hellenic

identity, 172
Homer:

assumption of fluid text over two hundred
years, 78 n56

categories of praise and blame poets,
106 n37

etymology of “Achilles,” 133 n90
etymology of “Homêros,” 93 n2
Greek epic tradition as genius behind our

Iliad, 93 n2, 112 n50
influence on Marks’s reading of Thersites,

118 n65
pan-Hellenism of travelling bards, 101
Powell’s dismissal of his evolutionary

model, 96 n10
technological obstacles to early written

Iliad, 96 n10
West’s critique on text of, 93 n2

Theognis:
chronological problems of Theognidian

corpus, 204 n9, 216 n41
generalized mode of social strife in text,

222 n56, 223 n59, 266
hegemones referring to fellow aristocrats,

218, 222
lack of historical data in text of, 218 n46

Near East/Near Eastern
and break with Mycenae, 61 n11
“contamination” of Greek oral poetry by, 103
and Hesiod vs. specifically Greek political

vision, 172, 172 n16
intelligibility of elements for Greek audience,

95
literacy and, 94–8
pan-Hellenism as a reaction to, 103
political and economic focus of Greek epic

vs., 95
and politics of habrosynê, 104
relative wealth of, 74
source of absolute chronology, 51
and view of human beings as “slaves’ of gods,

161

vs. internal dynamics of class struggle, 318
see also habrosynê; Persia

Nichoria
communal feasts in, 67
diet in, 72 n40
history of, 66–7, 66 n2
relative modesty of, 75
see also Foxhall; J. Hall; Mycenae; pastoralism;

Whitley

Ober, J.
Athenian Revolution, 350
cultural politics of Peisistratids, 342 n65
debate with Raaflaub, 318, 335
pre-Solonian horos, 224 n60
rejection of centrality of pay to democracy,

268 n2
source of his term for ideology, 4
undialectical view of history, 351
use of term ‘riot,” 351–2, 352 n90

Olympia
dedications at, 99–101
origins of, 99
and possible epic recitation at, 98 n17
venue for aristocratic solidarity, 100
see also Morgan; Taplin

oral/orality
celebration of martial exploits, 105
contributions of the Parrys to understanding

of, 113 n52
creative process in formula-innovations,

168 n3
culture in Sparta, 316
dependence of narrative means, 114, 146 n28
errors typical of performance, 106 n38
excessive rigidity of distinguishing from

literate texts, 167 n2
fluid oral transmissions, 167
Herodotus’ use of, 202
Hesiodic types of arguments as incompatible

with, 168 n3
Homer and, 93 n2, 96 n10
“hour of” as passed, 113 n52
Nagy on orality of Homer and Hesiod, 166
philosophy’s completion with, 98 n14
passivity of audiences, 97, 97 n13, 113–14
persistence of in post-Homeric audiences,

253
presupposition of centuries of development,

103
sensitivity of poets to ideological

commitments of audience, 105
skepticism inspired by sources, 49, 226 n64,

320, 334 n48, 342 n65, 344 n72
social encyclopedia associated with, 194
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oral/orality (cont.)
studies of affecting views of Archaic Period,

49
tradition of as chief creator, 168
traditions of Greek contacts with other

cultures, 101
see also Janko; Lynn-George; Nagy; A. Parry;

M. Parry; Russo
Osborne, R.

absence of aristocracy, 52 n104
alleged pro-Alkmaionid bias in demes and

trittyes, 358
“colonization”:

Cyrene decree, 138
rejection of overpopulation argument, 137
state sponsorship of settlements ex post

facto, 138 n14
term “settlements” in lieu of

“colonization,” 137 n11
trading links benefiting established elite,

241
cooperation among small landowners, 337 n55
deforestation of Greece, 25 n43
democracy in anglophone scholarship,

351 n88
eighth-century horse figurines, 64 n16, 80
Foucault, 29 n54
funeral displays by elite, 207
Herodotus’ agenda, 202
Hesiod:

family size for subsistence farmers, 176 n21
irrelevance of polis in Homer and Hesiod,

189 n57
rejection of term “peasant,” 169 n6
warfare in time of, 66 n21

law:
Anacharsis on, 238
dêmos in earliest law, 263 n131, 358 n103
early, 233, 239
kinship in Drakon’s law on homicide,

356 n99
Pericles’ citizenship law, 13

slavery, 39 n70
Solon:

post-Solonian Attica, 211 n28
property ownership under, 264
shift to export crops by Attic elite, 242
Solonian horoi, 223 n60

statelessness of archaic Greece, 237
tyranny:

ambiguity of sources on tyranny, 226 n64
centrality of class conflict to tyranny,

242
justice issue in emergence of tyranny,

228 n65

Spartan overthrow of Peisistratids, 351 n89
Sparta’s relation to tyranny, 311, 312

use of term “riot” in Burn, 352 n90

pan-Hellenism
emergence of, 98–104
and epic, 84
and Hesiod, 192

Parry, A.
Achilles’ association with wanderers, 125 n78
alienation of Achilles in Iliad, 120 n69
defense of text of Iliad, 96 n10
dismissal of as “naı̈ve” by Lynn-George,

113 n52
an impossible demand by Achilles, 125
introduction to his father’s work, 113 n52
Patroklos, 160 n55
Richard Martin’s implicit tribute, 120 n69

Parry, M.
dismissal as “naı̈ve” by Lynn-George, 113 n52,

120 n69
Finnegan’s critique, 167 n2
formulaic character of Homeric texts, 112, 113
Hammer’s misleading citation of, 113 n52
noun-epithet system for name of Achilles,

133 n90
overview and tribute by Russo, 113 n52
polytropos in first line of Odyssey, 157 n52
preference of “themes” to designate

“type-scenes,” 112 n51
pressure against developing metrical

equivalents, 167
pastoralism

cattle bones and at Nichoria, 66 n22
defense of by Hammond, 72 n40
displacement of and denigration of women’s

work, 179 n28
displacement of by increased agriculture,

84 n67
explanation of dearth of Dark Age sites,

69 n29
rejection of by Lemos, 72 n40

peasants
as colonists, 361
exclusion from citizenship in Sparta, 320 n8
failure to struggle during most of history,

43 n81
fostering sense of koinônia among, 139
J. Hall on, 24 n40
hybris as physical abuse of, 228 n66
lack of overall economic control in Attica, 211
as majority in most of Greece, 40, 53 n105,

195 n66
in Marx, 8 n13, 38 n68, 198
Nagy’s attack on image of in Hesiod, 167 n2
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as not the focus of Works and Days, 169 n7
Peisistratos’ goals toward, 236 n83
performance for audiences of, 169 n7
problem with term, 53, 169 n6
religion of as negation of social order, 148 n32
as semi-dependent in Dark Age Attica, 322
seventh-century sense of Attic identity of,

323 n14
share of land in Attica, 211
as still dependent labor-force after Solon, 337
Solon’s and tyrants’ support of, 265
struggle against aristocracy in Dark Age, 62
suggestion of rebellion against Mycenaean

order, 59
Tolstoy as voice of Russian, 209
use of pottery, 91
use of symposion, 207 n16

Peisistratos. See Chapters 5 and 7 passim
Peradotto, J.

Arethusa issue on women in antiquity, 12 n23
debate over “open” and “closed” texts of

Homeric poems, 105 n36, 143
Odyssey:

analysis of Teiresias’ prophecy, 150 n38
class-based differentiation of hero of, 154
endorsement of Nagy’s etymology of

Achilles, 133 n90
“ideology” of textual strategies, 142 n20
postponement of name of the hero, 146
puns on name of Odysseus, 156, 156 n50
use of Bakhtin in analysis of, 106 n39
use of narrative theory on “tragic” vs.

“comic,” 115 n58, 150 n40
Persia

and debate on constitutions, 357 n101
effect of threat from on ideological struggles

in Herodotus, 206
impact of invasions on development of

Athenian democracy, 318, 335, 357
Ionian governors as “tyrants,” 202, 202 n5
and Jeffrey’s chronology of period, 350 n87
king’s family’s relation to weaving, 294 n69
periodization of Archaic Age, 50, 50 n99
relation of domination of Ionia to

“orientalization,” 208
relation to habrosyne, 208 n20, 314, 350
relation of invasion to helot revolts, 311
role of Sparta in wars with, 269
Simonides’ encomia of dead from wars with,

257
and struggles over forms of government, 360
wars with as primary focus of Herodotus, 202

Polanyi, K.
attack on ahistorical capitalist approaches, 10
celebration of reciprocity, 180 n31

citation by Bourdieu, 46
and concept of “surplus,” 36 n65
crediting Marx, 10
embedded economy, 10, 10 n18, 28
focus on Aristotle, 27 n49
lack of interest in exploitation, 11
lack of profit motive in ancient societies,

11 n20
potlatch, 122 n73
strategic focus on power, 6

Polignac, F. de
attack by Souvinou-Inwood, 63
cult sanctuaries, 48 n93
extra-territorial expensive dedications, 83
relation of internal and external influences,

95 n7
role of extra-urban sanctuaries, 73 n43, 83
use of sanctuaries to stake out territory, 323

polis
Athens:

Peisistratids and dêmos’s association with,
345, 351

in Solon as a great, 330
Solon’s view of, 222 n54
sponsorship of comedy by, 333 n47
territory as larger than any other except

Sparta, 322
citizen identification with, 231
class pressure on rulers of Archaic, 100 n19,

104
collective leadership of by big landowners,

132
constructing civic identities in, 245–8
demise of aristocratic, 229
dichotomy of oikos and, 313 n96
discourse of sovereignty in, 229
dominated by aristocrats, 119 n67
economic division in, 210
early elegy as suitable for any, 271
Euripides’ claim tyrant detrimental to,

231 n72
exclusion from of rulers’ bastard sons, 141 n18
formation of, Chapter 1 passim

adjusting consciousness to, 98 n17
anxieties associated with rise of, 172
creation of in relation to Homer, 93
creation of as watershed of period, 360
designation of klêroi in, 283, 359, 361
displacement of one-man rule in, 210
domination of early by men of “noble”

descent, 327
exclusions in formation of, 38, 140, 359
Mediterranean settlements by excluded

from, 361
process of formation, 139, 248
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polis (cont.)
role of tutelary divinities in founding of,

127, 362
use of sanctuaries in formation of,

323
written sources for rise of, 48 n92

fostering sense of solidarity of, 104, 207,
209 n22, 324, 328

games as source of inter-polis solidarity,
100

Hesiod:
community as pre-, 189 n57, 192
consolidation of by Thespiai, 193
evidence of in, 189, 191, 192 n62
threat of hunger in, 184 n41
village community vs., 192

Homer:
as pre-, 189 n57
pattern of Hektor dying for, 288, 288 n53
recitation of Homer fostering integration

in, 250
values of countryside against, 158 n53
values of in Odyssey, 146

hypostatization of, 2, 2 n2, 209 n21, 251
and mercenaries in, 238
middling ideology vs. otherness of elite in,

207, 210
neologism onêsipolis, 261
new class relations of, 119
as not a homogenized entity, 47
as not a state, 343 n68
problem of the term, 35
psychology of improper behavior in, 222
as public all-embracing corporation, 251
range of elite’s relations to, 208 n17
relation of law to, 232–3
and rise of Delphi and Olympia, 99, 99 n18
role of persuasive speech in, 354
role of wealth in Peisistratos’ imposition on,

219
as site of struggle, 251, 262–5
Sparta:

collapse of Spartan due to shortage of men,
285

crisis of Spartan, 20
hoplite class in Spartan, 280
Orestes as transcending divisions in,

291 n58
relation of oikos to, 293
sources focus on class-relations in, 269
structural adjustments of ruling class in,

297
sponsor of athletes, 100 n20
symposion for elite of, 207 n16
taxation by, 236 n83

threat of one-man rule to class-based rulers of,
164

tyrants’ policies in, 266
see also I. Morris; Snodgrass; state

Pomeroy, S.
chronology of periods in general history of

Greece, 50 n100
consequences of constraints of Greek

marriage, 254 n120
Spartan women:

active role of, 293 n62
decree of Epitadeus as genuine, 285 n44
degree of gender separation, 296
polemics with Cartledge, 294 n64, 295
term as applying only to highest social

class, 293 n61
overview of women in antiquity,12, 200 n74

pottery
“Anakreontics” with erotic subjects, 347
Attic victory, 345
changes in images on as evidence, 80, 85–91
Corinthian under tyrants, 248
decisive evidence of for Dark Age, 57
dismissal of Peisistratid impact on, 342 n65
eighth-century regional styles of, 98 n15
Euboean at Al Mina, 94 n5
expansion of Attic throughout

Mediterranean, 345
in Lefkandi, 65 n19
Mycenaean, 51 n102
parallel of I. Morris’ view and R. Williams,

46 n90
sixth-century Spartan and aristocratic

lifestyle, 315
sole means of establishing relative chronology,

51
styles of vs. conventional dates in years, 51,

51 n103
tyrants and, 248–9

Powell, A.
classical scholars’ aversion to discussions of

social class, 2 n3
influence of de Ste. Croix’s teaching, 306
Sparta:

confusion in data over length of helot
rebellion, 307 n92

defense of Thucydides on Pausanias,
270 n5

difficulty of Spartans’ military manoeuvres,
282

endorsement of Cartledge’s Agesilaos, 1 n1
evening curfew to limit helots’ knowledge

of military, 303
likelihood of unreported helot rebellions,

302
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myth-making, 286
oligarchy within an oligarchy, 283
ostentation in horse-racing, 297 n72
overview of, 286
rejection of dismissal of Spartans as stupid,

269 n4, 312
Xenophon’s unique knowledge of, 295 n65

Powell, B.
derivation “Mycenaean” myth from Near

East, 95
literacy:

absence of commercial aspect in early
writing, 96

creation of a class of literati, 98
early sympotic inscriptions as suggestive of

Phaeacea, 97
Euboea as locus of new emphasis on oral

epic, 103
importation of papyrus in eighth-century

Greece, 96 n10
invention of alphabet shortly before

750 b.c., 94 n3
long epic poems as motive for alphabet, 96,

170
social character of audience for Homeric

recitations, 105

Qviller, B.
“big-man” concept for Dark Age Greece, 68
big-man’s quest for renown, 72 n41
conflict of “colonists” and mainland ruling

class, 162
eighth-century war over land, 272 n11
Homeric basileus, 109 n46
Homeric distributions of land by basileis,

72 n39
Homeric wars over women and cattle vs.

warfare for territory, 73, 272
leaders taking in beggars and wanderers, 70
Tyrtaeus 5.3 W emphasizing land as motive,

272 n11
use of force in expelling “excess” population,

183

Raaflaub, K.
absence of doulos/eleutheros in Hesiod,

194 n65
dating of emergence of hoplites, 76, 100 n21,

78 n57
emergence of Athenian democracy:

date of term dêmokratia, 318 n4
debate over degree of at specific points, 335
ideology of freedom in Athens, 8
orality of account of Kylonian conspiracy,

334 n48

origins of democracy, 317, 341
refutation of nonsense about 508/507 b.c.,

317
relative size of polis, 322
roles of Persia and Sparta in development

of, 318
Solon’s role in emergence of democracy,

318
“hero” of Lefkandi, 67 n26
Homer:

basileis as neither kings nor aristocrats,
64 n17, 109 n46

defense of relative independence of
assemblies in, 275 n17

as evidence, 48 n91, 68 n28
women in, 111

rarity of stone fortifications before mid-eighth
century, 73 n43

relation of rise of polis to war over land,
77 n55 and 78

Sparta:
debate over “Great Rhetra,” 274 n15
defense of relative independence of

assemblies in, 275 n17
written source for rise of polis, 48 n91

Redfield, J.
Hesiod:

sex as distraction for those condemned to
hard labor, 175

Zeus’s gratuitous malice toward
humankind, 179 n30

Homer:
Achilles’ refusal of social integration,

124 n76
centrality of Aristotle to his reading of

Iliad, 115 n58
labor theory of value in Odyssey, 103 n30
linkage of Iliad with Greek tragedy, 115 n58
Odysseus as alternative identity to Iliadic

heroism, 154
Odysseus as “economic man,” 142, 215–16
response to A. Parry’s “Language of

Achilles,” 120 n69
Sparta:

physical impressiveness of women,
295 n66

women as crucial to understanding of, 293,
293 n61, 294

religion
formation of the polis, 80–5
divine justice in Odyssey, 147–50
Marx on, 46–7 n91, 332, 332 n43
Pan-Hellenic interactions, 101 n24
and pre-Socratics, 220–1
Sparta, 291 n58, 298, 351 n89
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religion (cont.)
tutelary gods and kinship with divinity,

127–30
and tyrants, 247, 249 n107, 266, 332,

347
as weapon of the weak, 190 n59
see also Burkert; I. Morris; Souvinou-Inwood

rhetra
dêmos in, 277
interpretations of, 274–6, 276 n21
and kingship, 279 n31
see also dêmos; Hodkinson; Nafissi; Raaflaub;

state; Van Wees; Vidal-Naquet;
Wade-Gery, P.

overview of Anglophone scholarship on
democracy, 351 n88

Rihll, T.
citation of Herodotus on Polykrates’ public

works, 247
critique of Finley’s theory of slavery, 101 n25,

265, 337
Homeric basileus, 109 n46
priority of supply over demand for slaves,

102 n27
Solon:

chronology of vis-à-vis Peisistratos’ tyranny,
234 n79

Crisis, 224, 239
debt-bondage, 336, 337
overlap between law-givers and tyrants,

231 n73
trade in non-Greek slaves, 138 n13

Russo, J.
Homer:

against his tradition, 113 n53
avenging Furies for beggars, 149 n36
conservative Homer, 113
dictation of Homeric texts, 106 n38
Odysseus’ speech to Amphinomos, 163
Odysseus’ speech to Eurymachos, 162
Olympian gods as guardians of chosen

individuals, 127 n81
parallels of Archilochus with Odysseus,

136 n8, 217 n43
analogy of Irish aristocratic audience,

113 n54
work of Milman Parry, 113 n52

Sahlins, M.
contradiction of big-man’s quest for renown,

72 n41
defense of Stone Age (Zen road to affluence),

62
distinction between big-man and chief,

64 n17, 68, 69 n32
history of anthropological theory, 14 n29

influenced by Polanyi, 28
misreading of Marx’s three premises of human

existence, 28
parallel to anarchist Zerzan, 62 n12

Salmon, J. B.
Corinth:

authoritative account of tyranny in, 242
expulsion of landless men, 137 n10, 140
geographical vulnerability and

fortifications, 251 n113
hoplite support for Kypselids, 213 n32
Kypselids’ gold colossus a Olympia, 237
Nicolas of Damascus as source, 243 n98
orderly return to power of oligarchs, 244
Periander’s sumptuary laws, 264
recourse to colonization by Kypselids, 244
temples of Apollo as public undertaking,

80 n61
tyrants in general:

advantages of formal ties with colonies, 248
building programs aimed at citizen pride,

246
champions of people against plousioi, 243
diolkos as public project facilitating trade,

246
money-raising techniques of, 235
reorganization of traditional tribes, 245
responsible for rule of law, 232
use of central institutions fostering citizen

identity, 245
Sancisi-Weerdenburg, H.

on Peisistratids:
celebration of skepticism, 49 n97
dismissal of class-conflict associated with

Solon and tyrants, 230, 231
dismissal of fifth-century sources, 235
dismissal of Peisistratid building program,

236 n85, 247 n105
dismissal of Peisistratid role in Panathenaia,

344
and dismissal of Peisistratids in general, 341,

345 n73
dismissal of Peisistratos with small farmer,

236 n83
dismissal of written sources not confirmed

by archaeology, 230
heavy reliance on oral theory, 344 n72
“informal” power of Peisistratid tyranny,

248
insistence on “unambiguous evidence,”

344
Ste. Croix, G. E. M. de

attack on term “elite,” 52 n104
Ath Pol:

after 508/7 b.c. all offices open to most
Athenians, 265 n135
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Aristotle vs. Ath. Pol. on tyranny, 204
posthumous essay, 203 n8, 204 n8

Finley:
critique of Weberian approach, 3–4
exclusive focus on conscious forms of

struggle, 8–9
“mechanical interpretation,” 6
mystification of slave vs. free wage labor, 7
neglect of exploitation, 7
revenge by, 4 n7
Weberian status group focused on itself,

36 n64
Herodotus’ contribution to “science” of

history, 202 n4
influence as a teacher, 306
Marxist approaches to classical antiquity:

account of ideology, 42
centrality of exploitation to class struggle,

37 n66
class as relationship, 36 n64
critique of other Marxist classicists, 3
defense of Marxist approach, 3
definition of class, 6 n10
dismissal of Althusser, 43 n82
forced labor as the foundation of ancient

society, 40 n73
ideological role of sheer terror, 43
omission of archaeology from ideological

struggle, 47
merchant class as imaginary, 134
popularity/unpopularity of Athenian empire,

357 n102
slavery:

absence of slave revolts, 39, 39 n70
ancient economy as a “slave economy,”

195 n66
Cartledge’s correction on slavery, 40 n75
degree of slave labor vs. hired labor,

337 n55, 336, 337 n55
large landholding requiring slave or

tenant-farmer labor, 74, 102
small independent farmers as majority, 40,

53 n105
term “peasant,” 169 n6

Solon, 201 n2
before state machinery in hands of

Eupatrids, 327 n27
counting each man’s vote, 340
evidence on “shaking off of burdens,”

336 n51
hoplites self-designated, 241 n94
horoi of wood, 224 n60
not ending debt-bondage or

share-cropping, 336
only Peisistratos could have compelled

Eupatrids, 342

probouleutic council, 339
sixth-century status of farmers and

craftsmen, 327
telê, 213 n33, 235 n81, 236 n83, 240 n91,

241 n93, 338 n58
Sparta:

Athenian epiklêros system vs. marriage rules
in, 285 n43

centrality of class struggle between helots
and Spartans, 299 n75, 305

dominance of gerousia in, 278–9
potentially active human volcano, 312

women as a class, 13, 174, 199, 295
Seaford, R.

critique of middling ideology, 210 n24
Homer:

adoption of evolutionary model, 96 n10
Agamemnon’s violation of dasmos, 117 n62
communal meals in Homer, 64 n18,

67 n24, 71 n37, 81
connections of with Greek tragedy, 115
contrast of Homeric poems and Near

Eastern epic, 95, 95 n6
exchange of armor in Iliad Bk. 6,

142 n19
formula of equal share in booty, 78
Homeric texts as fluid over two hundred

years, 78 n56
ideology of collective sacrifice, 81
outdoor sacrifice at Pylos vs. in temple,

81 n62, 161
relation of poems to Peisistratid ideology,

166
suitors in Odyssey as exemplars of hybris,

159
money:

absence of ruling class hostility to coinage,
210

endorsement of I. Morris’s critique of
Kurke, 206 n14

Herakleitos D-K B 90 and exchangeability
of money, 220

importance of the money-form, 214
Kurke’s approach as focused on discourse,

206
metals as storage of wealth in Odyssey,

215 n39
“monetization,” 98 n14
monetarization of penalties in Solon,

240
review of Kurke, 24 n40, 210 n25
shift to focus on labor, 211
Solonian reference to “naucratic silver,” 235,

236 n83
stater as coin or measure of weight,

214 n34
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shame culture vs. guilt culture
Dodds’ introduction of, 137, 137 n9
relation to “status-warriors,” 190
relation to work, 218
shift in Hesiod, 189–90

Shapiro, H. A.
Athenian dialogue on autochthony, 325 n21
autochthony and early kings, 328 n32
competition of Poseidon and Athena on

Parthenon, 325
defense of Peisistratid building program,

345
Homeric recitations at Panathenaia, 250, 348
later ideological assault on tyranny, 345
Panathenaic prizes as advertisements, 345
sixth-century representations of Theseus,

249 n106
substantial building by Peisistratids in agora,

247
vase depicting Kekrops and his daughters,

325 n20
victory pots, 344 n72

Shipley, G.
Spartan perioikoi:

extraction of regular tribute from perioikoi,
309

geographic distances fostering relative
autonomy, 308

military centrality of perioikoi, 309
relative loyalty and benefits of hoplite

service, 310
richest agricultural lands as royal temenê,

309
slavery/slaves

in Dark Age, 62, 72, 102 n26, 322, 360
enslavement for debt, 160, 191
enslavement as source of liquid assets, 193,

242 n97
increase in from “colonization” and trade,

102 n27, 141 n19
in Hesiod and larger landowners, 102, 194–6
in Homer:

Achilles’ traffic in, 135
acquisition of by Odysseus’ raiding, 151
ambiguity toward in Odyssey, 69 n31,

139 n15, 158
centrality of in, 101 n25
Eumaios’ comments on, 145–6, 158, 163
Eumaios’ fundamental decency as, 158
fancy clothing of those allied with suitors,

160
Near Eastern view of humans as gods’, 161
need for constant supervision of, 165
Odysseus as beggar assessing behavior of,

157

Odyssey’s mystification of exploitation of,
144–5

rulers in functioning as a united class
vis-à-vis, 36

threat to sell beggar Odysseus as, 302
in Mycenae, 56, 62, 101
relation to Pan-Hellenism of increase in, 101
and Solon:

debt-bondage vs. debt-, 336
earth “enslaved,” 223, 223 n60
ending debt-slavery, 225, 242, 265, 340
enslavement in Crisis, 204, 223, 224,

224 n60, 241
question of increased resort to after,

265
and Sparta:

enslavement in Messenia, 273
family life of, 304–5, 304 n88
group-identity of, 305 n88
krypteia and murder of, 299
Luraghi’s denials about, 307 n91, 307 n93
perioikoi’s dependence on chattel, 310
sexploitation of female, 305
social structure’s relation to, 301
term for helots, 272
wealth in, 283
see also Cartledge; Hodkinson; Luraghi;

Ste. Croix
theoretical considerations

agricultural labor done by, 265
aristocratic view of wage-earners as little

different from, 8, 8 n15
Aristotle’s definition of as animate

instrument, 7 n12
avoidance of theorization of before Plato

and Aristotle, 54
Castoriadis’ argument about, 54 n106
class term, 1, 53
comparative study of, 302 n82
control of workshops operated by, 211
difference between serfs and, 299 n76
doing minimum or running away as class

struggle by, 10
duBois’s protest against scholars’

“naturalization” of, 54 n107
ethnic diversity of slaves as barrier to

concerted action, 54 n106
export to other communities of Greek,

302
Finley’s reading of Marx on slave and free

wage earner, 5, 6
“free” farmers excluded from land vs.

integration of, 38
Garlan’s summary of scholarly debate over,

3 n5
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ideological offensive on distinction of free
and, 8

ideology in relation to, 43
Marx on prerequisite for abolition of, 13
Marx on slave or serf vs. wage-earner under

capitalism, 7–8 n13
Marx on use of in ancient mining, 102,

103
Marx’s use of “slave mode,” 53, 53 n105
potential bitterness of free workers working

beside, 8
relation to class struggle, 39–41, 42, 43 n81
relation of technological development to,

11 n22
Rihll’s rejection of Finley’s account of, 265,

337
Ste. Croix’s use of constant vs. variable

capital, 7–8
and term “social formation,” 20 n37
terminology of, 1, 53, 54, 194 n65
wages of slaves and free workers, 8 n14

trade in non-Greek, 138 n13, 141 n19, 362
and women:

Archilochus as alleged son of, 135 and 135 n5
bastard sons of, 140, 361
Chryseis and Briseis as exemplary in Iliad

of female, 111
facing prospect of in Iliad, 109, 111
gender vs. class in case of female, 198
on link with weaving as de facto, 294 n63
Odyssey’s negative view of female, 144
Ste. Croix’s exclusive focus on reproductive

capacity of, 13
on suitors’ sex with female, 159, 176

Snodgrass, A.
archaeology as a field:

argument for exclusions from burial, 63 n14

shift from description to explanation,
31 n57

use of burial evidence, 59 n6
and use of term “culture,” 57
and use of written evidence, 230

“colonization”:
degree of integration with indigenous

populations, 138 n13
tradition of British imperialism in dealing

with, 137 n11
“Dark Age”:

date for Lefkandi, 65 n19
defense of concept of “Dark Age,” 56 n1
earliest trade in for metals, 71, 71 n36,

102 n29
ecological constraints of central Greece and

Thessaly, 24
estimation of Lefkandi population, 66 n22

iron and agriculture, 24 n42
Karfi in Crete, 61
lack of rich graves, 69 n31, 321
Lefkandi as a rejection of Mycenaean

values, 61 n11, 67 n26
massive drop in population during, 63 n14
parallels between pre- and post-Mycenaean

culture, 90 n74
preconditions of exploitation absent in

eleventh century, 61–2
preference for more egalitarian view of

society in, 62–3
preference for term “early iron age,” 51
shift to greater emphasis on agriculture,

68 n29, 72 n40, 84 n67
shift to single-cist burial after collapse, 61
social differentiation as late in, 63 n15, 64
survival of slavery in, 62, 102 n26
terms based on pottery vs. use of

conventional dates, 51, 51 n103
tomb cult as vehicle of legitimating claim

to land, 84
Homer:

basileus, 60–1
as historical evidence, 68 n27

hoplite warfare:
better suited to defense than aggression,

79 n58
dialectical approach to, 213 n32
farmers having no interest in war, 79 n58
no necessary connection with political

change, 77 n52
Mycenae:

collapse as “economic disaster,” 59
rejection of focus on Dorian invasion, 58
specific losses in collapse, 59–60
theories of collapse, 57

polis-formation:
degree of social differentiation for view of

rise of, 63
klêroi as crucial element is creation of, 73,

139, 359
major fortifications as beyond paramount

chief, 73
negotiation or force central in creation of,

73 n44
shift from big-men and chiefs to

domination by aristocrats, 68
stone fortifications and temples as clear

signs of, 73 n43, 80
why available land might soon run out in,

73 n45
problems of Persian Wars as terminus for

period, 350 n87
relative poverty of Attica, 74 n49
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Solon:
Chapter 6 passim
see also G. Anderson; Bintliff; Cawkwell; A. T.

Edwards; eunomia; Figueira; Forrest;
Foxhall; Gagarin; Gentitli; J. Hall;
M. H. Hanson; E. Harris; Havelock; E.
Irwin; Jacoby; Knox; J. Lewis; Luraghi;
I. Morris; Osborne; peasants; polis;
Rhodes; Rihll; Ste. Croix; Seaford; Starr;
trade; Van Wees; Wood

state:
Athens:

apparatuses of Peisistratids, 343–4, 347
Eupatrid control of, 342
Kleisthenes’ reforms transforming, 351
Peisistratid control of archonship, 346 n78
sponsorship of festivals and rituals, 334,

335 n49
voting, 340

class consciousness only in modern industrial,
41 n76

creation by aristocracy of imaginary kinship
in, 209 n22

Engels on power of, 22
formation of, 63, 73 n44, 83
greater investment by ruling class in absence

of, 45–6
Hegel’s philosophy of, 29
ideological apparatuses of, 44–5, 249–50

see also Sparta; tyranny
Marx on, 263 n132
monopoly of violence, 45, 237, 343 n68,

362
post-tyranny aristocracies and, 244–5
relation to colonization, 137–8, 138 n14,

141 n18
relation to law, 233–42
relation to pan-Hellenism, 99–100
relation to tyranny, 205 n12, 208, 231,

234
see also on Peisistratids

relative absence in Archaic Period, 44 n85, 45
role in reproduction of relations of

production, 45
Sparta:

ideological apparatuses, 286–99
relation to rhetra, 275 n18
repressive apparatuses of, 310
sponsorship of competition, 315
treated ethnographically by Herodotus,

269
as supplier of armor, 213 n12, 280, 281 n35
see also polis

Starr, C.:
coming of the Dorians, 58

eighth-century Greek voyaging in the hands
of aristocrats, 134

Homeric basileus, 109 n46
post-Mycenaean poverty and depopulation,

61, 63 n14
preference for Tyrtaeus over Sosibius, 271 n7
rejection of Pausanias as source for early

Sparta, 271, 271 n6
skepticism about Lycurgus, 276 n22
Solon’s reforms, 239
use of Klassenkamf to allude to Marx, 2–3

Tandy, D.
adoption of Polanyi’s “embedded economy,”

28
ambivalence about term “peasant,” 169 n6
Archilochus’s geographic knowledge, 136, 137
aristocrats’ resort to “tools of exclusion,”

79 n60
basis for exchange, 102 n30
being a primativist vs. Warriors into Traders,

134
big-men as chief beneficiaries of trade, 71 n36
date of colony at Thasos, 135 n4
differences in Hesiod’s attitude toward

basileis, 180
increase in population of mainland Greece,

137 n10
material circumstances and functions on

poets, 114 n56
Olympia as venue for aristocratic solidarity,

100
pan-Hellenism as reaction to more

sophisticated cultures, 100
poets as exclusive creatures of aristocracy, 105
shift from pasturalism to grain production,

69 n29
Taplin, O.

long epics for great games and regional
gatherings, 98

presence of women and children at games,
101 n23

shield of Achilles, 129 n84
suggestion of epic recitations at Olympia,

98 n17
Weil for pervasive bitterness of Iliad, 124 n77

Thalmann, W. G.
Homer (in general):

audience constructed in the poem, 154 n46
as essentially aristocratic ideology, 93, 143
hierarchical thinking in, 128 n82
serious engagement with historical context,

142 n20, 146 n28
Iliad:

analysis of Thersites scene in Iliad, 119 n65
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Odyssey:
class struggle as between slave and free, 53,

143
“determining role of birth and class,”

143 n22
“main ideological program,” 144
redistribution in Odyssey, 71 n37
scene with Eumaios, 157–8, 163 n59
text of as “relatively closed,” 105 n36, 143

trade/traders, Chapter 3 passim
aristocratic leadership in, 1, 2
basis of exchange in, 102 n30
breakdown of in copper and tin, 51 n100
chiefs as primary beneficiaries of, 71 n36
chiefs selling agricultural surplus to, 71
cooperative basis of early, 71 n36
disruption of by collapse of Hittite empire,

59
earliest for metals, 71
early trade in luxury goods, 71 n36
exclusion from polis as a motive for, 359,

361
focus of J. Hall in tenth chapter, 24 n40
gifts between chiefs as spur to, 71
Greek ambivalence toward Phoenicians

and, 104
guile and practical intelligence (mêtis) of,

179
“hero” of Lefkandi as warrior trader,

67 n26
Hesiod’s digression on, 195–8, 200
increase in implying increase in slavery,

102–3
Mentes (Athena) in Odyssey bk. 1 as, 71
motive for invention of alphabet, 96, 96 n9
need of liquid assets for, 193, 242 n97
no increase in without increase on

production, 102
no scorn of Mentes (Odyssey bk. 1) as a,

103 n31
penetration of Euboea by Phoenician, 94,

95
Periander’s diolkos fostering Corinthian,

246
Phoenician routes and first examples of

writing, 95
and ploutocratic agathoi, 258
relation to coinage, 210
relation to emergence of hoplite “class,” 76
relation to pan-Hellenism, 172
relation of to self-esteem of Greeks, 76 n66
role in majority of free population, 40
in slaves, 102 n27
Spartan perioikoi traditionally viewed as,

308

Solon as and favoring, 338, 344
Solonian telê favoring those with wealth

through, 258–9
tyranny and, 248
western Greece as far less suited for,

66
wine and olive oil in sixth-century

Athenian, 242
see also Snodgrass; Tandy

tribes
reorganization of, 245 n102, 354 n94
see also tyranny

tyranny, Chapter 4 passim
and aristocrats, 242–5, 251–62
building program of, 246–7
colonization and, 248
and construction of polis identities, 245
dikê and hybris for, 226–30
and land, 211–12
and law, 230–3
and money, 213–21
and poets, 251–62
Solon’s account of, 221–5
and state apparatuses, 234–42

Tyrtaeus
Chapter 6 passim
dialect of, 167
and “la belle mort,” 288, 288 n52, 288 n53
land-hunger in, 79
and Messenian Wars, 272–4
warfare in, 76, 76 n52
and writing, 168 n3

Van Wees, H.
Archaic aristocracy:

analogy of with Mafia, 70 n56, 206,
232 n74, 235, 343 n68

downward mobility of exiles, 244
landownership in Attica before Solon,

211 n27
landownership and oligarchy, 212 n30
small number involved in coups, 239
subject people in Argos dubbed “naked,”

281 n37
subject populations reduced to serfdom,

301 n81
survey of archaic imperialism led by,

272 n11
whole period as convulsed by class conflict,

242
Hesiod

allusions to stealing in WD, 191 n60
differences in views of basileis, 180
disparity of reading of and Mafia analogy,

184 n40
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Van Wees, H. (cont.)
emphasis on maximizing wealth in WD,

183
false antithesis of practical and moral

advice, 193
juxtaposition of WD and Oeconomicus,

195 n67
rhetoric of toil as not credible, 183
WD as aimed at wealthy landowners,

169 n7
Homer:

absence of full-time court poets in, 105
adoption of “status” for study of, 4 n7,

190
basileus, 109 n46
clothing change as marker of privilege, 176,

185 n43
contribution of masses in Homeric battle,

133
dating to first half of seventh century,

68 n28
enclosure of common land in Laertes farm,

73 n42
gender issues in, 185 n45
harmony of poems with data about period,

68 n28
Hera’s cool perjury in Iliad 15.34–46,

156 n51
internal conflicts of ruling element in,

36 n63
open promachoi type of warfare in, 76,

76 n52, 77 n54, 100 n21
role of fantasy in Homeric poems, 49 n96
wanderers taken in as retainers in, 71 n35

Solon:
Athens as less democratic until mid

fifth-century, 359 n107
and Crisis, 224
hektêmoroi, 240 n92
laws as evidence of aristocratic abuse,

338 n57
taking back some illegally seized land, 242
wealth of highest telê, 265

Sparta:
rhetra, 276
Tyrtaeus 4W, 274–5, 275 n18

warfare:
absence of standing armies and common

consciousness, 213
absence of hoplite support for Kypselos,

213 n32
Aristotle and linking military to type of

political regime, 213
dating decisive changes in armor, 78 n57,

100 n21, 162 n58

dismissal of hoplite revolution, 76
diversity of hoplites, 41 n77
mercenaries, 238–9
state supplying hoplite equipment, 281

Vernant, J.-P.
association of metis with deceit, women, and

cowards, 154
emphasis on power of speech in early polis,

354 n93
form of tragedy and Marx’s “education of the

five senses,” 107
Marxist approach critiqued by Ste. Croix, 3
relation of to Communist Party, 33 n59,

187 n50
Hesiod:

appeal to dikê by deiloi confronted by
esthloi, 191

descent of Athena from Mêtis as invention
of, 155 n48

emphasis in on fire as technology of
cooking, 178 n24

Graf’s neglect of Vernant-Détienne study of
myth, 186 n48

human beings’ lack of separate existence
before Prometheus, 178 n25

lack of a sense of human technology,
183 n37

Marxist focus on class warfare in WD, 187
myth of races emphasizing ambiguity,

181 n34
parallels between myth of races and Th, 186
“profound originality” of, 171 n13
reliance of on Dumézil’s tripartite

conception, 186
Tyrtaeus:

analysis of “la belle mort,” 288, 288 n53
heroic death as conferring nobility, 288 n52

Wade-Gery, H. T.
creation of long poem and invention of

writing, 96, 96 n10
definition of hybris, 186 n49, 228 n66
great games and regional gatherings as

occasions for long poems, 98
Hesiod at funeral games of king

Amphidamas, 180
Spartan “inoculation” against democracy, 277
Spartan rhetra, 276 n20, 276 n21, 277 n26,

278 n29
three-day structure to Homeric poems,

99 n17
Wallace, R.

agreement with Ath. Pol. on status of farmers
and craftsmen, 327

aristocrats’ hatred of tyrants, 210 n26
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day-to-day participation as unnecessary for
political consciousness, 335

debate over democracy, 334 n48, 335
defense of “democracy” before reforms of

Ephialtes, 319 n4
hostility to Megara as motive for rejection of

Kylon, 332
lack of deference by dêmos, 329 n35
“mentality” of Athenian dêmos, 334–5
overlap of lawgivers and sages, 231 n73
six major contributions of Solon, 342
support of Solonian assembly for Peisistratos,

341
Weber, M.

charismatic leadership, 69–70 n32
dismissal of comprehensive theories of history,

5
emphasis on analyses of ancient Greece and

Rome, 5
emphasis on power in trajectory from to

Foucault, 29 n54
emphasis on “status” vs. “class,” 3–4
Finley as student of his sociology as

alternative to Marx, 5
Frankfurt School’s study of, 44
“iron cage” determinism, 26 n47
lack of connection outside conceived status

group, 36 n64
Mann’s goal to refute Marx by use of, 25 n42
Marx as the specter haunting, 5
objecting to Engels’ scientific pretentions, 5
shift of emphasis away from economic to issue

of power, 6
state’s monopoly of “legitimate” violence, 45

343 n68
Welwei, K.-W.

absence of basileis in Greece after fall of
Mycenae, 328 n30

attributing unification of Attica to
Kleisthenes, 323 n16

dismissal of Athenian king lists, 321 n10
Herodotus’ distortion of Sparta’s defeat by

Tegea, 280 n34
Herodotus’ misrepresentation in account of

Orestes’ bones, 291 n58, 310, 311
survival of Mycenaean palace at Athens,

320–1
unlikelihood of money form for Peisistratean

taxes, 236
use of Pylos tablets to sketch Mycenaean

period in Athens, 321
West, M. L.

fictional character of Archilochus’
“biography,” 252 n117

dating of Theognis, 218 n46

Hesiod, Chapter 4 passim
Catalogue of Women, 127 n80, 221
parallel of Kara-Kirgiz minstrels and

treatment of basileis by, 106 n37
Homer and epic:

dating Iliad to first half of seventh century,
68 n28, 78 n56, 105

dismissal of “Homer” as an actual person,
93 n2

endorsement of A. Parry’s defense of text of
Iliad, 96 n10

Euboea as locus of eighth-century oral
poetry, 103

insistence on a single written version of
Iliad, 93 n2

lost epics, 112, 112 n50
parallels between Homer and Near Eastern

texts, 95
possibility of Mycenaean roots for oral

poetry, 105
unexpected compassion in Tyrtaeus (fr. 6–7),

299 n77
on women forced to steal food, 295 n66

Whitley, J.
assessing relation of art to “reality,” 87
big men’s need for constant exertions,

69 n30
dismissal of Marxism, 86
early law, 233
egalitarian society in early Attica, 321
five periods of Dark Age from its art,

88–9
historicity of society portrayed in Homer,

68 n27
homogeneity of material throughout early

Attica, 323
Laurion mines in Attica, 102 n29
reconstruction of burial ideology, 63 n14
specificity of Athenian evidence vs. rest of

Greece, 89
stable and unstable settlements, 60 n9
survey of evidence on Nichoria, 66 n22
ways of understanding geometric art,

85–6
Whitman, C.

Homer:
anticipation of several insights of

Lynn-George, 120 n69
condemnation of “orgy of blood

vengeance” in Odyssey, 159
emphasis on Achilles’ alienation, 120 n69;

interpretation of Iliad 19 ridiculed by
Donlan, 124 n76; key references to in
Schein, 120 n69; Penelope’s suitors as
young oligarchs, 158
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Williams, R.
application of his three phases to Iliad,

133
conflict of residual elements with

contemporary conflicts, 186 n48
historicizing the production of ideologies,

46
omission of by Ste. Croix, 43
relevance to issue of monarchy is Odyssey,

165
woman/women

in Dark Age:
jewelry offerings at Olympia imply

presence of, 101
participation with men in sacrifice, 81
presence of with children at pan-Hellenic

gatherings, 101 n23
role in colonization of sons of exploited

slave, 361
wealth in graves of suggests status symbols

(Rich Lady Tomb), 75, 322, 327
in general:

and class, 198–200
as creatures invented by men, 12
and Greek ideologies of, 12 n24
impact of Pericles’ citizenship law,

13 n25
male use of as pawns in political

maneuvers, 331 n39
married women as a separate class, 13, 295
Marx’s classical education and focus on

weaving, 13 n27
obsession of Greek males with “legitimate”

heirs, 254
overviews of in antiquity, 12 n23
Rubin and the traffic in women, 71 n38,

331 n39
severe constraints on in antiquity, 13
stealing food to survive, 179 n28
tendency of abused class to blame those

with less power, 180
Hesiod:

absence of in ages myth, 186
absence of in tale of hawk and nightingale,

187
catalogue of attesting to claims of divine

descent, 127 n80
denigration of work done by, 179 n28
different attitudes toward sex from Homer,

185 n45
as drones consuming product of male

labor, 179
fear of women’s intelligence and

reproductive capacity, 165

female side of succession, 174–6
hybris implying violence against poor and,

228 n66
relation of fear of to fear of children,

178
Zeus’s punishment by creation of “race” of,

178
Iliad:

abuse of male cowards as, 132
counter-evidence about in actual narrative

of, 111
more sympathetic to than Odyssey, 143
Niobe as punished for achieving society’s

chief goal for, 126
positive role of in, 111
role as pawns in the war, 111–12
seductiveness of their clothing, 185 n43
Trojan urged by Hektor to carry out

sacrifice, 82, 127
wars over cattle and, 272

Odyssey:
association of mêtis with, 154
feminist scholarship on in, 153 n45
gender ideology in Odyssey, 144
sexual exploitation of slave-, 140, 176
sheer variety of roles in Odyssey, 153

Semonides’ attack from a specific class
position, 185

Sparta/Spartan:
adornments of in Alcman, 295
association of non-Spartan with weaving,

294 n63
centrality of to concentration of wealth in,

292–3
conflict of Cartledge and Pomeroy over,

294 n64
difference from Athenian inheritance laws,

285 n43
homoerotic relations among, 296
marriage, sexuality, and gender

socialization, 292–7
physical impressiveness of, 295 n66
Plato’s harsh critique of, 293
Pomeroy’s concentration on ruling class,

293 n61
possession of land by in, 285
sexual exploitation of helot, 305
wife-sharing in, 293 n62, 294, 295

tyrants’ and aristocrats’ abuse of, 228 n66
see also feminist approaches

Xenophanes’ denial of divine adultery,
221

Wood, E.
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claim of totally independent small farmers,
338

critique of contemporary democracy,
317

optimistic view of Solonian Crisis
outcome, 211 n28

question of nature of labor force in
fifth-century Athens, 337

relation of Marxism to postmodernism,
35 n62

use of “peasant” in analysis of the Solonian
crisis, 53
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